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New Amida

Selecting New menu item lets you start amidaring by displaying New Amida 
dialog box.
Input the number of entries, or decisions, which you want to decide in the dialog 
box.
In the next window, you can draw branches, and enter entry names as you like. If 
you want to input decisions, or selections, choose Set Decisions  menu item.



Set Decisions

By choosing this menu item, you can enter the selections, or decisions you will 
make. The decisions are automatically, and randomly assigned at the bottom of 
each entry line. They are invisible until you choose Make Decision menu item.



Make Decision

If you want to decide the relations between entries  and decisions, choose Make 
Decision  menu item. After choosing this menu item, you will see the entries and 
decisions at the both ends of entry lines.
By double clicking an entry, Amidar program will trace the entry lines and 
branches to reach a designated decision. Once you make a decision for an entry, 
you won't be able to make a decision for the entry any more. The relations between
entries and decisions you have made are accumulated in the decision list which can
be seen by choosing List Decisions menu item.



List Decisions

If you want to see the relations between entries  and decisions which have been 
decided, choose List Decisions menu item. A list of decisions contains a series of 
decision : entry relationship.



Quit

By choosing Quit  menu item, you can exit Amidar program.
Please note that you won't be able to retrieve any decisions after exiting the 
program.



Help

By choosing this menu item, you will find a poor help texts which you are looking 
at. I'm very sorry about that.
Another sub menu, About, shows you a description of Amidar program.



Legal Notice

Amidar Program Version 1.0X
Copyright (c) 1993 

by 
Ken Maeno

Amidar Program Version 1.0X (Amidar V1.0X) is freely distributable.    The author
retains the copyright to the program, but authorizes free distribution by BBS's, 
networks, magnetic media, etc.    The distributor may charge no more than five 
U.S. dollars ($5) for this program software.

Amidar Program Version 1.0X may not be used as part of any commercial package
without the explicit written consent of the author.

The author makes no guarantees or warranties with this program, and claims no 
responsibility for any damage or loss of time caused by this program.



branch

A connecter which bridges between entry lines. Amidar program traces an entry 
line and branches to reach a decision.



About

About menu item enables you to get the copyright information of Amidar Program.
If you want to know more about copyright information, select Legal Notice in this 
help file.



Entry

Entries are placed at the top ends of entry lines. From them Amidar Program traces
entry lines and branches to reach decisions.



Decision

By selecting Set Decisions menu item, you can input decisions to be made. 
Decisions are automatically and randomly placed at the bottom of entry lines. 



Entry Line

Entry Lines are the vertical lines drawn in the main window of Amidar Program. 
There are an entry and a decision placed at the each end of an entry line, so the 
number of entry lines are equal to the number of entries, and the number of 
decisions.



Ken Maeno

Hi, there!
If you have any questions or comments, please don't hesitate contacting me at :

CompuServe : 101063,2456
InterNet : 101063.2456@compuserve.com
NIFTY-Serve : GGD02456

Any questions or comments are welcomed.
Enjoy AMIDARING!




